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Dating Song ** Section 1

Dating Song ** (Basic)

Section 1
Choose the best answers.
1. Andy and Tony make a few suggestions for the chorus. Which of the following
phrases are repeated in the suggestions? Choose the correct answers.

2.

Suggestions

Words repeated

i) “My Michelle, the belle of Hong
Kong High School…”

 A. Hong Kong High School
 B. My Michelle, the belle of
 C. All the world

ii) “Give me one chance to take you
to the movies…”

 A. Don’t make me look a fool
 B. Give me one chance
 C. Take you to the movies

iii) “My heart is hammering all
through the day…”

 A. My heart is hammering
 B. All through the day
 C. I want to be with you

iv) “It's easy to love you in the
morning…”

 A. In the morning
 B. Anytime
 C. It’s easy to love you

“Epistrophe” is the repetition of the end of a line. Which one of the following
suggestions uses epistrophe?

 A. My Michelle, the belle of Hong Kong High School. My Michelle, the belle
 B.
 C.

of all the world.
Give me one chance to take you to the movies. Give me one chance… don’t
make me like a fool
My heart is hammering all through the day. I want to be with you all
through the day.
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Dating Song ** (Basic)

Section 2
Choose the best answers.
1. Simile is used to compare one thing to another by using words such as “like” or
“as”. In the line “your smile shines bright like…”, the smile __________.





A.
B.
C.

is too hot to go near
is round and high up
brings a lot of light and warmth

2. In the line “your voice is like…”, the voice is __________.





A.
B.
C.

terrible
beautiful
okay

3. Andy explains the difference between simile and metaphor. When you use a
metaphor, you are saying that a person, place, animal or thing is something else.
According to him, Tony’s verse uses …





A.
B.
C.

metaphor
simile
both of the techniques

4. In Andy’s final idea for the verse, what phrase does he use to tell Michelle she has
a strong effect on him when he meets her?





A.
B.
C.

“I felt like dynamite.”
“You’ll be looking great.”
“You said we’ll meet at eight.”

5. Andy repeats one word at the end of the verse that he repeats at the chorus. What is
it?





A.
B.
C.

“Love”
“So”
“Easy”
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Dating Song ** (Basic)

Section 3
Choose the best answers.
1. In the line “Your smile is like the sun…”, what does it say about Michelle’s smile?





A.
B.
C.

It gives Andy energy and strength.
It keeps Andy nice and hot.
It is yellow and lights the sky.

2. What does Tony’s verse say about her voice?





A.
B.
C.

It is colourful.
It is annoying.
It is attractive.

3. According to Andy, what is the problem with the final line of Tony’s verse?





A.
B.
C.

Smart phones don’t need batteries.
It is not a simile or a metaphor.
It is not very romantic.

4. Below is one of the lines from Andy’s suggestion for the final verse. Some of its
words are missing. Choose the correct words along with the meaning provided.
“When it’s so dark at night…”


A.



B.



C.

“you shine like candlelight” meaning “you make me feel warm and
bright”
“you shall light the candles bright” meaning “she is well prepared for
the cold”
“you shan’t be shy to call at night” meaning “don’t worry when I am
with you”

5. Andy suggests repeating the chorus at the end with slightly different words. Which
of the following would he choose as the next best lines for a final chorus?



A.

It’s easy to love you through the day.
It’s easy to love you any way.



B.

I adore you when I see you in the day.
I hope you need me like I need you when I’m away.



C.

Let’s go to the cinema and watch a new movie.
There’s a film out I really want to see.
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